
ONLINE COACHING

STRENGTH &
CONDITIONING 
PLAN

The JJK team has always preached a philosophy of "Exercise
is the best form of medicine"

During these uncertain times, this philosophy is more
prevalent than ever.  With that in mind, we are doing

everything that we can to keep you progressing and making
gains in both your physical and mental health.



Access to at least 25 workouts a week (Mon-Sun):
 

YOUR WORKOUTS
Our Strength and Conditioning plan is a 12-week specially
designed programme to keep you on track and working

hard.  It consists of 3 x 4 week blocks, where you will perform
a variety of workouts targeting cardio, muscular strength

and endurance.  

INCLUDED IN THE PLAN

THE BEAST
STRENGTH
JJK WOD 
BODYWEIGHT WOD
KETTLEBELLS
 

All Workouts will be live streamed on our Facebook Members
Group (JJK MEMBER WORKOUTS)

LIVE 

CATCH UP

If you are unable to workout live, you can catch up on
Facebook or can access the workouts via the members
zone on our website.  (Login details will be provided via
email)

YOGA
JJK1000
BODY CIRCUIT
VIRTUAL SPIN
LIFT & TONE
 

HOW TO ACCESS WORKOUTS



WHAT YOU NEED TO

KNOW & DO!

We will communicate with you via WhatsApp and also via
our private members group on Facebook. 

COMMUNICATION

TIMETABLE
The best way to view the schedule is via the JJK App. 
 Booking your place on a workout will help keep you
accountable so we strongly suggest that you continue to
book onto your sessions in the same way that you would if
you were coming the the gym. 

SUPPORT
If you are struggling, please remember that we are only a
phone call away.  We will always do our best to help!

TRAINING RECOMMENDATIONS
We strongly suggest that you complete 6 workouts per
week.  We recommend that you do 2 x The Beast, 2 x JJK
WODS, 1 x STRENGTH and 1 x Yoga.  Any workouts on top of
this are a bonus!

NUTRITION
Be sensible with your nutrition.  We recommend that you
track your calories using My Fitness Pal.



MYZONE CHALLENGE

Those of you who currently train at JJK will be familiar with
our MyZone fitness trackers.  We use these to track
individuals' calories burned and to monitor effort levels in
classes. Throughout the year we also host regular MyZone
challenges that you can be added to at any time. 
If you already have a MyZone belt then we can add you to
the current Lockdown challenge, if you’re interested in
purchasing one then you can email:
accounts@jjkpersonaltraining.co.uk

MYZONE BELTS

LOCKDOWN CHALLENGES

The Lockdown challenges run every 4 weeks. MEP Points are
scored when in the Green, Yellow & Red Zones only (Prizes
for winners). 
Every minute in zones will earn you MEP Points:
                                   GREEN = 3 MEPS
                                   YELLOW & RED = 4 MEPS

DATES 
 
Challenges will run from the following dates;
 
             CHALLENGE #1: 23rd March-19th April
             CHALLENGE #2: 20th April-17th May
             CHALLENGE #3: 18th May-14th June
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STRENGTH & CONDITIONING

KETTLEBELL

KETTLEBELL X 2

DUMBBELL

DUMBBELL X 2

RESISTANCE BAND

BODYWEIGHT

DOUBLE UNDERS

PRESS UP

SIT UP

GROUND TO OVERHEAD

SNATCH TO OVERHEAD

SINGLE ARM

STRAIGHT LEG

CHEST TO FLOOR

EACH SIDE

REPS

GYM GRUB

MYZONE EFFORT POINTS

RESISTANCE PER MINUTE

OVERHEAD

RAISE. ACTIVATE. MOBILISE. POTENTIATE.

AS MANY ROUNDS AS POSSIBLE

WORKOUT OF THE DAY

ROUND FOR TIME

TIME

TERMINOLOGY
If you are struggling to follow any of our workouts, the
following should help



TRAINING METHODS
The following information will help you to understand our
workouts:

SUPERSETS / TRI-SETS

 A superset is where you perform two exercises back to back
with no rest in between. Supersets and will be written as
follows (using any letter first)
A1)
A2)
 
Tri-set training is the same principle as superset training
except you are using three exercises sequentially as opposed to
just two. Tri-sets will be written as  follows:
B1)
B2)
B3)

EMOM

 At the start of the minute, you perform the required exercise
for the specified number of reps. You rest once the reps have
been completed. The time remaining in the minute is
designated REST time. If you don’t finish within the minute,
there’s no rest you just go straight into the next exercise. The
general rule of thumb is that work needs to be completed by
the 45 seconds mark so you have at least 15 seconds recovery.

DROP SETS
Drop the weight and perform repetitions stated straight after
the previous set, do not stop.



TRAINING METHODS

FEMALE/MALE

 When you see for example 12.5kg/17.5kg or 15kg/20kg, this
indicates that the weight or rep scheme differentiates for
women & men.  The Female targets will always be noted first,
followed by the male.

The following apps will ensure that you are able to get the
most out of our online plan:
 
 

JJK Personal Training
MyZone
My Fitness Pal
Facebook
YouTube
WhatsApp
ZOOM
Strava / Nike
Soundcloud/Spotify

USEFUL APPS

Latest timetable and booking
Exercise tracking
Calorie tracking
Workouts and Community
Limited no of workouts
Community
PT and SGPT workouts
Running/cycling tracking
Music

continued

APP USE



PT & SGPT
We understand that not everyone responds well to Group
Training and through these uncertain times we want to be
able to cater to everyone's needs when it comes to their own
health and fitness. So in response to this we have come up
with 2 solutions to overcome the physical distance between
client and coach and will be offering certain services 
 through Zoom (video conferencing software). 
 
 PERSONAL TRAINING

Consultations and personal training sessions will be available
with several of our coaches. This service is available to
everyone and you can start at any time, simply book through
our website or use the JJK App to book your sessions. 
Cost £40.00 per session.
 
 

In addition to our 1:1 personal training, we are also
introducing Small Group Personal Training which will be
open to groups of 2-4 people. Again facilitated through the
use of Zoom software, sessions will be bookable via the
Personal Training section of app. We do ask however that
you organise the group yourselves and one person pays. 
Cost £40.00 per session.

SMALL GROUP PT



NUTRITION
If you need nutritional support, there are two options
available to you 

GYM GRUB
Our Gym Grub meal plans are still operating and available
to order.  We are however operating a delivery only service.  
If you are interested and would like to view the menu,
please email gymgrub@jjkpersonaltraining.co.uk
 

VIRTUAL GYM GRUB
We will work out your daily calories for you and we ask you
to track everything that you eat or drink to ensure that you
stick to your target.  We will provide you with:
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shopping Lists
Tips on how to prep
Cooking tips
Advice on how to stay lean

To participate in the challenge, provide pics and your
weight  at the beginning and end of each challenge and
we will award prizes based on:

TRANSFORMATION CHALLENGE

Biggest Loser (most pounds lost)
Best Visual Transformation 



BOOK ALL WORKOUTS

DO 5 WORKOUTS PER WEEK 

TRACK YOUR CALORIES

GIVE US FEEDBACK

STAY INVOLVED IN THE CHAT!

CALL US IF YOU ARE STUCK

REMEMBER
TO KEEP YOURSELF ACCOUNTABLE!

(at least!)


